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Auditory and audio-visual speech perception was investigated using auditory signals of invariant
spectral envelope that temporally encoded the presence of voiced and voiceless excitation,
variations in amplitude envelope andF0 . In experiment 1, the contribution of the timing of voicing
was compared in consonant identification to the additional effects of variations inF0 and the
amplitude of voiced speech. In audio-visual conditions only, amplitude variation slightly increased
accuracy globally and for manner features.F0 variation slightly increased overall accuracy and
manner perception in auditory and audio-visual conditions. Experiment 2 examined consonant
information derived from the presence and amplitude variation of voiceless speech in addition to
that from voicing,F0 , and voiced speech amplitude. Binary indication of voiceless excitation
improved accuracy overall and for voicing and manner. The amplitude variation of voiceless speech
produced only a small increment in place of articulation scores. A final experiment examined
audio-visual sentence perception using encodings of voiceless excitation and amplitude variation
added to a signal representing voicing andF0 . There was a contribution of amplitude variation to
sentence perception, but not of voiceless excitation. The timing of voiced and voiceless excitation
appears to be the major temporal cues to consonant identity. ©1999 Acoustical Society of
America.@S0001-4966~99!01410-1#

PACS numbers: 43.71.Es, 43.71.Ma, 43.66.Ts@JMH#
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INTRODUCTION

The perceptual role of temporal structure in speech
until recently been rather neglected in comparison to spec
structure~Rosen, 1992; van Tasellet al., 1987, 1992!. Tem-
poral speech information is likely to have special sign
cance for hearing-impaired listeners, for users of coch
implants, and more generally in listening conditions whe
noise masks spectral structure. Both electro-cochlear sti
lation ~Shannon, 1993! and acoustic stimulation to even pro
foundly hearing-impaired listeners~Faulkner et al., 1992;
Rosenet al., 1990! are typically perceived with sufficien
temporal resolution for temporal speech information to
processed. Cochlear hearing impairment of moderate
greater degree is typically associated with significant deg
dation of frequency selectivity~e.g., Moore, 1996!. At fre-
quencies where the hearing loss is profound, frequency
lectivity can be completely absent~Faulkneret al., 1990!.
The partial loss of spectral detail appears to have rather s
effects on the perception of speech at least in quiet~Baer and
Moore, 1993; Shannonet al., 1995!. This result suggests tha
temporal cues and changes of gross spectral shape may
greater significance in speech perception than has often
thought.

The notion that segmental and supra-segmental sp
information needs to be clearly represented by speech
ceptual prostheses is well-established. The present stu
are largely concerned with the contributions from differe
aspects of temporal speech information to consonant per
tion in conditions where spectral structure is eliminate
2063 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 106 (4), Pt. 1, October 1999 0001-4966/99/
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They have both a theoretical aim in relation to accounts
speech temporal structure~e.g., Rosen, 1992! and a practical
aim in identifying those aspects of temporal structure t
need to be effectively transmitted through a hearing aid
cochlear implant.

A. Relation to previous studies

Many studies have examined the contribution of temp
rally coded cues to the audio-visual perception of connec
speech~e.g., Breeuwer and Plomp, 1986; Grantet al., 1985,
1991; Risberg and Lubker, 1978; Rosenet al., 1981; Wald-
stein and Boothroyd, 1994!. However, studies of sentence
level materials provide little insight into the phonetic info
mation conveyed by temporal cues. Segmental percep
from temporal cues, which can be analyzed to be informa
of temporal contributions to phonetic features, has recei
much less attention.

Studies of consonant identification from tempora
coded auditory information have rarely included both au
tory and audio-visual conditions. Here we have studied c
sonant identification in both auditory and audio-visual co
ditions and also from purely visual input, so that th
contributions of temporal structure can be observed b
with and without partially complementary visual cues. Mor
over, such studies of consonant perception have not so
to isolate components of temporal structure in relation to
acoustic-phonetic structures of speech~Baker and Rosen
1994; Breeuwer and Plomp, 1986; Rosen, 1992; van Ta
et al., 1987, 1992!. In particular, the role of periodic and
aperiodic excitation has largely been ignored. Furthermo
2063106(4)/2063/11/$15.00 © 1999 Acoustical Society of America
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in consonant identification, amplitude variation has ne
been dissociated from simple duration cues, although this
been done for connected speech~Breeuwer and Plomp, 1986
Grantet al., 1985!.

B. The temporal structure of speech

Temporal information has several component eleme
which have been associated with both segmental and su
segmental speech information. Rosen~1992! proposed a
three-way classification of temporal components by ra
This is linked to Fourcin’s~1977, 1990! analysis of speech in
terms of acoustic speech patterns that relate to putati
significant productive and receptive features. Low rate te
poral information~below about 50 Hz! conveys the presenc
or absence of acoustic excitation and the amplitude varia
of periodically and aperiodically excited speech. This fact
termedenvelopeby Rosen~1992!, is correlated with the ef-
fort underlying speech excitation, the degree of constrict
of the vocal tract, and velar closure. Temporal information
rates between 50 and a few hundred Hz represents the
odicity or aperiodicity of excitation, and voice fundamen
frequency (F0). This factor was termedperiodicity in Ros-
en’s classification. A still higher rate component of tempo
speech information is that contained in thefine structureof
the speech pressure waveform. This contains information
lated to vocal tract resonances. There is no strong evide
that speech spectral structure can be perceived from temp
fine structure, and it is not considered in the present stu

These classes of information, although broadly assig
to temporal rate ranges, cannot be properly separated
modulation rate. For example, bothF0 and F1 may affect
temporal modulations in the 200–500 Hz region, and at b
release, the onset of voiceless excitation can be extrem
rapid. This conceptual framework nevertheless allows
broad classification of the production-related acoustic pat
information that exists over the speech modulation rate sp
trum.

Temporal information at low and moderate rates h
particular significance in speechreading, because it is lar
uncorrelated with visible oral correlates of place of articu
tion, and is hence perceptually complementary
speechreading~Summerfield, 1987!. Spectral speech infor
mation, conversely, is broadly correlated with visible info
mation from speechreading.

C. Phonetic information in temporal structure

1. Patterning of excitation

Much of the voicing and manner of articulation inform
tion in speech has acoustic correlates in the patterning
time of quasi-periodic laryngeal excitation, silence, and a
riodic excitation. Hence it would be expected that tempo
cues can signal such information from the timing of the pr
ence and absence of excitation and from its periodicity
aperiodicity. The extent to which the timing of voiced exc
tation contributes to consonant identification is examined
experiment 1. The additional consonantal information av
able from the timing of voiceless excitation is examined
2064 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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experiment 2. The significance of a cue to the timing
voiceless excitation in connected speech is addressed in
periment 3.

2. Amplitude variation

The degree of oral constriction and the opening of
nasal tract both affect the amplitude envelope of voic
speech. Hence, the variation of speech amplitude migh
expected to provide cues to manner of articulation~e.g.,
Shinn and Blumstein, 1984!. The envelope of voiceles
speech is influenced both in its duration and its amplitude
the place of articulation of voiceless fricatives and voicele
plosives. Speech amplitude is also affected by the amplit
variations of both periodic and aperiodic excitation that f
low from variation in sub-glottal pressure. Such variation
broadly associated with prosodic features and is not expe
to be significant in consonant identity. Experiment 1 exa
ines the role of the amplitude variation of voiced speech
consonant identification. Experiment 2 includes conditio
which allow an assessment of the contribution of voicel
speech amplitude variation in consonant identification. E
periment 3 addresses the role of amplitude variation in
audio-visual perception of connected speech.

3. Fundamental frequency

The perceptual significance of voiceF0 is primarily
supra-segmental. However,F0 is affected by changes in th
acoustic impedance of the vocal tract resulting from differi
degrees of occlusion during consonant articulation~Fant,
1973, p. 80!. Voiced consonants may thus containF0 varia-
tion that carries some salient information related to man
of articulation. Experiment 1 examines this hypothesis.

D. Interpretation of amplitude envelope

Investigators have used a number of different definitio
and measurement methods for amplitude envelope. The
ceptual contribution of amplitude envelope depends both
the speech frequencies over which it is measured and on
degree of smoothing applied to the extracted envelope~e.g.,
Grant et al., 1991!. Where the amplitude envelope smoot
ing filter extends into the voiceF0 range, typical methods o
envelope extraction lead to the periodicity ofF0 being in-
cluded in the envelope signal. In order to distinguish perio
icity from other components of the amplitude envelope,
have used an envelope smoothing filter that is below theF0

range, and have derived periodicity information from lary
activity.

When amplitude envelope is measured directly from
speech signal, the choice of bandwidth from which amp
tude envelope is measured determines whether voice
speech energy is included. Rather than take this pu
acoustic approach to separate voiced and voiceless ex
tion, we have used a reference signal from laryngeal acti
to distinguish voiced and voiceless excitation. Hencefo
we use the term amplitude variation to refer to low rate a
plitude fluctuations up to around 50 Hz. For voiced spee
amplitude envelope has been derived from frequencies u
2064A. Faulkner and S. Rosen: Temporal encodings of speech
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3 kHz. For voiceless speech components, amplitude e
lope was measured here over the frequency range 3–10

I. TEMPORAL INFORMATION IN CONSONANT
IDENTIFICATION

A. Experiment 1: Segmental information from voicing
pattern, amplitude variation, and F0 variation

This first study examined the contributions to conson
identification of the gross timing, amplitude variation, a
F0 variation of voiced components of speech. Because of
segmental correlates of these three temporal factors,
may be expected to have a possible role in cueing conso
tal features and identity. This experiment is designed
evaluate their relative significance both in audio-visual a
purely auditory perception using auditory signals with
invariant spectral envelope.

1. Method

a. Conditions.The contributions of these temporal com
ponents in auditory and audio-visual consonant identifica
are assessed here by differences in performance across
different presentation conditions. Four auditory signals w
used, both with and without visual lipreading information.
purely visual lipreading condition,L , was also included. The
gross timing of voicing was represented by signalV, a pulse-
train of fixed frequency and amplitude, which was pres
only during vocal fold vibration. SignalV„A… differed from
signal V in carrying amplitude envelope variation, derive
from the original speech.F0 variation without amplitude
variation was present in signalF, where a fixed-amplitude
pulse-train during voicing followed the speaker’sF0 . Fi-
nally, signalF„A… varied in both frequency and amplitud
according to F0 and the amplitude envelope of voice
speech, as well as indicating the timing of voicing.

b. Stimulus processing.Fundamental frequency and th
timing of laryngeal excitation were derived from an electr
laryngograph signal that had been recorded with the spe
signal. This processing made use of a Voiscope™~Laryngo-
graph Ltd.1! which generated a brief logic pulse at each vo
fold closure, and a flip-flop logic signal that indicated voi
ing. The voicing detector was used to gate a pulse-train
nal. For voiced speech the rate of this pulse train was fixe
200 Hz for signalsV andV„A…. For signalsF andF„A…, the
pulse rate was controlled cycle-by-cycle from the signal g
erated at each larynx closure so as to follow the voice f
damental frequency.

Amplitude envelope was derived by full-wave rectifyin
the speech signal after 3-kHz low-pass filtering~Kemo
VBF/3: 48 dB/octave! and then by smoothing the rectifie
output with a low-pass filter having its23-dB point at 22.5
Hz, and subsequent attenuation of 18 dB at 50 Hz and 53
at 80 Hz~Kemo VBF 82!.

Finally, the pulse signal was multiplied by the amplitu
envelope and then low-pass filtered at 400 Hz~Kemo VBF/
14: 18 dB/octave!. The processing of voicing andF0 in-
volved an audio delay of one period. The amplitude envel
2065 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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measure involved a delay of 19.5 ms arising from the i
pulse response of the smoothing filter. Speech input and
put signals illustrating the result of this processing are sho
in Fig. 1.

Speech materials comprised each of the 24 English c
sonants between the vowel /Ä/. Five video-recorded lists
from a female speaker of standard southern British Eng
were used, comprising in total ten distinct tokens of ea
consonant, with two in each of the lists. Each list used
different pseudo-random ordering. The stimuli were ori
nally recorded onto Hi Band U-matic video, with the spee
signal and an electrolaryngograph signal on the two FM
dio channels. These recordings were then edited and co
to S-VHS using the FM audio tracks. The stimuli presen
in the experiment itself were copied to VHS video tape
using the FM audio tracks to record all five lists with each
the auditory signals.

2. Subjects

Five normally hearing subjects aged between 18 and
with normal or corrected-to-normal vision took part. A
were native speakers of British English. They were paid
their participation.

3. Procedure

All the experiments reported here took place in
acoustically isolated room. The video image was presen
on a 36-cm Panasonic color monitor. The audio signal w
presented free-field at approximately 65 dBA through eit
a Rogers A75 amplifier and Rogers LS3/5a loudspeaker

FIG. 1. Speech~upper! and stimulus~lower! waveforms for six alveolar
VCVs. The stimulus waveform is for conditionF„A…1N„A… of experiment
2. SignalF„A… used in experiment 1 is similar except that the signal leve
zero where voicing was not detected. The lines above the stimulus w
forms mark the timing of voiced excitation as detected from the Laryn
graph signal.
2065A. Faulkner and S. Rosen: Temporal encodings of speech



nfor
FIG. 2. Upper panel: percent correct and percent information transfer for manner, place, voicing, and envelope features. Lower panel: percent imation
transfer for binary manner features. Data from experiment 1, five subjects. Conditions are shown asV: s; V„A…: h; F: n; F„A…: x: L : 3. Audio-visual
conditions have the same symbol as the corresponding auditory conditions, but filled. Error bars show62 standard errors over 30 data points~subjects
3sessions!.
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Yamaha P2050 amplifier and a QUAD PRO-63 loudspea
Subjects sat approximately 1.5 m from the monitor and lo
speaker.

The first of the five lists of consonants was reserved
training, which was provided before the first test list in ea
condition. Training was performed by the experimenter p
viding verbal feedback to subjects after they had attemp
to identify each one of the 48 training stimuli. The eig
audio and audio-visual conditions were presented in blo
of four test lists for which the audio signal remained t
same. Five such blocks were presented in total, interlea
with five blocks of two lists in conditionL , with the blocks
in a randomized order. The order of auditory and aud
visual conditions within blocks was counterbalanced, and
ordering of test lists in each block was randomized to m
mize learning of the stimulus order.

Subjects responded in writing on a printed respo
sheet during a blank time interval following each stimulu
In total, 10 lists of 48 consonants were administered to e
subject in each condition.

4. Results

Consonant identification data from each test list w
analyzed to give overall proportion correct scores, toget
with information transfer measures~Miller and Nicely, 1955!
for the binary voicing feature, for place of articulation~dis-
tinguishing bilabial, labiodental, dental, alveolar, palatal, v
2066 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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lar, and pharyngeal place!, for manner~plosive, affricate, fri-
cative, nasal, or glide!, and for the modified envelope featur
defined by van Tasellet al. ~1992!. The envelope feature
distinguishes four classes of consonant: voiceless plosi
voiced plosives and fricatives; voiceless fricatives; nas
and glides. Subjects showed improving performance over
early sessions. The analyses presented here are based
last six lists in each condition, which showed more sta
levels of performance over sessions.

Preliminary repeated measures analyses of variance
the overall accuracy and feature measures used factor
condition, test session, and subject. These revealed sig
cant effects of condition, session, and subject for all m
sures. There were no significant interactions between ses
and condition and the session factor was henceforth igno
A second series of repeated measures ANOVAs of ove
correct and feature scores that excluded conditionL treated
the experiment as a 23232 factorial design, with factors o
amplitude variation,F0 variation, and visual information, in
addition to subject. Between session variability was includ
in the residual error term.3

Mean scores in each condition are shown in Fig. 2. A
ditory only scores were always rather low except for voici
and envelope features. Visual information had a highly s
nificant effect on all of the measures.F0 variation was a
significant main effect for overall accuracy@F(1,8)
515.9,p50.004#, for manner@F(1,12)520.3,p50.001#,
2066A. Faulkner and S. Rosen: Temporal encodings of speech
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voicing @F(1,228)54.0,p50.047#, and envelope informa
tion @F(1,228)520.1,p50.001#. The effects ofF0 variation
did not interact with any other factor.

Amplitude variation showed a significant main effect f
both overall accuracy@F(1,216)55.17,p50.024# and for
manner information@F(1,12)56.41,p50.026#. However,
there was a significant interaction of amplitude variati
with the presence of visual information for overall accura
@F(1,216)54.18,p50.042# and the envelope featur
@F(1,228)55.16,p50.024#. This interaction also came
close to significance for manner information@F(1,212)
53.34,p50.069#. Hence, further analyses were carried
test the effect of amplitude variation for auditory and aud
visual conditions separately. In auditory conditions, the
fect of amplitude variation was never significant for the
measures~p was always greater than 0.3!. However, in
audio-visual conditions, these analyses were able to re
small but significant effects of amplitude variation on over
accuracy @F(1,112)59.4,p50.003#, manner @F(1,112)
59.4,p50.003#, and envelope information@F(1,112)
54.84,p50.030#.

The effects ofF0 and amplitude variation as they act o
consonant manner contrasts have been examined in m
detail by computing information transfer scores for bina
manner features of nasal, plosive, fricative, affricate, a
glide. These are included in Fig. 2. Affricate, fricative, a
glide features proved to be affected only by the presenc
absence of visual information. Nasal and plosive featu
were affected by visual information and also by amplitu
andF0 variations. The presence ofF0 variation significantly
increased nasal information across auditory and audio-vi
conditions @F(1,4)511.1,p50.029#, while F0 variation
showed an interaction with visual information for the plosi
feature. Further analysis showed a significant effect ofF0 on
plosive information in audio-visual conditions on
@F(1,112)540.3,p,0.001#. Amplitude variation showed
significant interactions with visual information for both nas
and plosive features. In auditory conditions, there was
significant effect of amplitude variation, while in audio
visual conditions, there were significant amplitude effects
both nasal@F(1,112)511.7,p,0.001# and plosive informa-
tion @F(1,112)517.9,p,0.001#.

5. Discussion

The results indicate that the bulk of the auditory info
mation in these stimuli comes from the timing of voice
excitation.F0 variation had a significant, but modest effe
increasing overall accuracy by just over 3%. This follow
from the improved perception of nasal and plosive mann
The amplitude variation of voiced speech at rates of up to
Hz led to significant increments in accuracy~again of about
3%! and manner information in audio-visual conditions, b
had no effect in purely auditory conditions.

B. Experiment 2: Segmental information from
voiceless excitation

A second study addressed the role of voiceless frica
and the amplitude envelope of voiceless speech. Here t
2067 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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were three different acoustic signals each presented with
without lip-reading.

1. Conditions
The F„A… signal used in experiment 1, encoding timin

of voicing, F0 and voiced speech amplitude, was retained
a reference condition and was compared to two new sig
that represented voiceless excitation. In conditionF„A…1N,
the F„A… signal was combined with a fixed-level aperiod
noise that was present during purely voiceless excitat
The contribution of amplitude variation in voiceless spee
was examined by comparingF„A…1N with F„A…1N„A…, in
which the noise component was modulated by the amplit
envelope of voiceless speech.

2. Stimuli
Voiced speech was processed as before. Voiceless e

tation was detected by a threshold applied to the output
spectral balance circuit that compared the amount of ene
above and below 3 kHz in the speech signal. Voiceless
citation was represented by a 400-Hz low-pass filtered no
only in the absence of voicing as detected from the recor
electrolaryngograph signal. Amplitude envelope for voic
less speech was derived by full-wave rectifying the spe
signal after a 3-kHz high-pass filter~Kemo VBF/3: 48 dB/
octave!, and smoothing the result as for voiced speech us
a low-pass filter with its23-dB point at 22.5 Hz~Kemo
VBF/8, as experiment 1!. The pulse and noise signals we
added together after multiplication by the separately
tracted amplitude envelopes of voiced and voiceless spe

3. Subjects and procedure
Five new subjects with normal hearing and normal

corrected to normal vision took part and were paid for th
services. Procedures were the same as those for experim
and again ten test lists of 48 stimuli were presented in e
condition.

4. Results
Data from the last six test lists in each condition on

were analyzed. Results are shown in Fig. 3. As for exp
ment 1, ANOVAs by condition, session, and subject we
carried out for each measure. Test session had a signifi
effect on most scores, but there were no significant inter
tions between condition and session. The main analyses
a partial factorial design, with factors of visual information,
cue to the presence of voiceless excitation@comparing sig-
nals F„A… and F„A…1N#, and the encoding of amplitud
variation for voiceless speech@comparing signalsF„A…1N
and F„A…1N„A…#. These revealed highly significant (p
,0.001) main effects of visual information for overall acc
racy and for each of the features of manner, place, voic
and envelope. Cueing the presence of voiceless excitation
to significant increases in all of these measures except
place information; overall accuracy,F(1,116)530.7, p
,0.001; manner, F(1,162)584.4, p,0.001; voicing,
F(1,17.2)511.35, p50.004; envelope,F(1,4)555.67, p
50.002.

The encoding of amplitude variation for voicele
speech showed a main effect only for place informatio
where there was a small but significant increase in score
2067A. Faulkner and S. Rosen: Temporal encodings of speech
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FIG. 3. Upper panel: percent correct and percent information transfer for manner, place, voicing, and envelope features. Lower panel: percent imation
transfer for binary manner features. Data from experiment 2, five subjects. Conditions are shown asF„A…: x; F„A…1N: L; F„A…1N„A…: v. Audio-visual
conditions have the same symbol as the corresponding auditory conditions, but filled. Error bars show62 standard errors of 30 data points.
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both auditory and audio-visual conditions in the presence
this information @F(1,158)54.75,p50.031#. There were
significant interactions between voiceless speech ampli
variation and visual information for voicing@F(1,158)
55.93, p50.016] and envelope features@F(1,158)55.66,
p50.019]. Both were crossover interactions, reflecting
increase in scores with amplitude variation in auditory co
ditions but a decrease in audio-visual conditions.

Binary manner features~glide, nasal, plosive, fricative
and affricate: see Fig. 3! all showed highly significant in-
creases with the presence of visual information (p,0.006).
As in experiment 1, glide and nasal features were unaffec
by differences in the auditory signals. Encoding the prese
of voiceless excitation led to significant increases in inf
mation transfer for plosive@F(1,166)554.6,p,0.001#, fri-
cative @F(1,10.32)556.8,p50.001#, and affricate features
@F(1,158)519.3,p,0.001#. For plosive and affricate fea
tures, this factor also showed a significant interaction w
the presence of visual cues. For the plosive feature, this
teraction reflects a somewhat larger increase in scores in
ditory conditions than audio-visually. In the case of the
fricate feature, however, there was little effect in audito
conditions of the voiceless cue, but a large effect aud
visually. The only binary manner feature affected by the a
plitude variation of voiceless speech was the plosive fea
@F(1,17.6)55.61,p50.029#.
2068 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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5. Discussion

The main outcome of this experiment is that a tempo
indication of the presence of aperiodicity representing voi
less excitation leads to significant increments in overall p
formance in consonant identification. This derives from i
proved voicing and manner perception. The man
information gained from the signaling of aperiodic excitati
can be associated with binary manner features marking a
cate, fricative, and plosive consonants, for which voicel
excitation would be expected to be perceptually salient. T
amplitude variation of voiceless speech had few effects,
did lead to increased place and plosive information. The
fect on place information presumably derives from the use
burst and frication intensity cues.

C. Experiment 2A

This subsidiary experiment was performed for comple
ness and to allow us to examine a condition representing
timing of both voiced and voiceless excitation in the abse
of amplitude variation. This experiment measures the eff
of a cue to the presence of voiceless excitation in the abse
of amplitude cues, and the effect of amplitude variati
when the timing of both voiced and voiceless speech exc
tion is cued.
2068A. Faulkner and S. Rosen: Temporal encodings of speech



nfor
FIG. 4. Upper panel: percent correct and percent information transfer for manner, place, voicing, and envelope features. Lower panel: percent imation
transfer for binary manner features. Data from experiment 2A, three subjects. Conditions are shown asF: n; F1N: ,; F„A…1N„A…: v; L : 3. Audio-visual
conditions have the same symbol as the corresponding auditory conditions, but filled. Error bars show62 standard errors over 18 data points.
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1. Method

Experiment 2A used the same methods as previou
and three naive observers. Seven conditions were used
volving lipreading alone as conditionL , and three acoustic
signals both with and without lipreading:F, F1N, and
F„A…1N„A…. Condition F1N encoded the presence o
voiced or purely voiceless excitation andF0 with no ampli-
tude variation, and had not been used before.

2. Results and discussion

As before, the last 6 of 10 test lists of 48 consona
were analyzed for each subject. Results for each measure
condition are shown in Fig. 4. One subject showed low
performance overall than the subjects of experiments 1
2, and this resulted in a wider range and lower mean sc
than previously. The analyses proceeded similarly to that
experiment 2. A series of ANOVAs using factors of cond
tion, session, and subject showed that here neither test
sion nor its interaction with condition was a significant fac
for any measure. The main analyses4 excluded conditionL
and employed a factorial approach to examine the effect
the presence of visual cues, the presence of a cue to voic
excitation~comparing signalsF andF1N!, and the represen
tation of amplitude envelope@comparing signalsF1N and
F„A…1N„A…#. As previously, visual cues led to highly sig
nificant increases in overall accuracy and manner, pla
voicing, and envelope features. As in experiment 2, the p
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ence of the voiceless excitation cue produced significant
fects for all measures except place information; overall
curacy, F(1,2)569.13, p50.014; manner,F(1,2)538.19,
p50.025; voicing, F(1,2)524.03, p50.039; envelope,
F(1,2)5137.27, p50.007. For manner, the effect of th
voiceless cue interacted with the presence of visual inform
tion @F(1,2)5141.7,p50.007# and was greater in audio
visual conditions. This interaction term was also significa
for place information@F(1,2)531.8,p50.030#, where the
voiceless cue had no detectable effect in auditory conditio
but led to a significant increase in audio-visual sco
@F(1,2)5138.4,p50.007#.

There were no main effects of amplitude variatio
However, as in experiment 1, there were significant inter
tions involving amplitude variation and visual informatio
Here the interactions occurred for overall accuracy@F(1,2)
5334.1,p50.003#, manner information@F(1,2)5205.7,p
50.005#, voicing information @F(1,2)523.91,p50.039#,
and the envelope feature@F(1,2)520.74,p50.045#. Owing
to the small number of subjects here, ANOVA has insu
cient power to detect the small effects of amplitude variat
that these interactions suggest may be present here in a
visual conditions.

As in experiment 2, information transfer for binary a
fricate, fricative, and plosive manner features~Fig. 4! were
significantly affected by the acoustic signal. Both plosi
2069A. Faulkner and S. Rosen: Temporal encodings of speech
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@F(1,2)5334, p50.003] and affricate@F(1,2)5355, p
50.003] information were significantly increased by the c
to the presence of voiceless excitation. For the affricate
ture this effect was, as in experiment 2, much larger in aud
visual conditions. Fricative information also tended to be
creased by the voiceless cue, but here only in audio-vis
conditions.

D. Discussion

Experiment 2A replicates the finding of experiment
that the timing of voiceless excitation can contribute sign
cantly to consonant identity. It shows the same pattern
interaction as previously between visual cues and amplit
variation, whereby audio-visual scores for overall accura
and manner information are typically higher when amplitu
variation was encoded.

II. EXPERIMENT 3: AUDIO-VISUAL SENTENCE
PERCEPTION

The third experiment was performed to examine
contribution of these same temporally coded information
ements to the audio-visual perception of connected spe
Here, the perception of supra-segmental prosodic infor
tion is likely to contribute to performance through lexical
and syntactically based stress. While the principal sourc
prosodic information is generally thought to be intonatio
the acoustic correlates of stress also include increased am
tude. Hence it may be expected that amplitude variations
of more importance in connected speech than for conso
identification. Breeuwer and Plomp~1986! have already
shown that audio-visual perception of connected speech
significantly improved when amplitude envelope variati
was added to a signal that conveyedF0 information, with
syllable correct scores being around 13% higher when
plitude variation was included.

One purpose of this final experiment was to ensure
the signal processing methods used here did not have s
artifact that reduced the contribution of speech amplitu
variation to consonant identification. In addition, since co
sonant identification in experiments 2 and 2A was sign
cantly enhanced by the availability of a cue to the prese
and duration of voiceless excitation, this final experime
also provides a test of the significance of this factor
sentence-level perception. In the present experiment, the
of F0 variation was not examined in comparison to a fixe
frequency signal, as the limited number of sentence test
constrained the number of conditions that could be e
ployed. However, other studies, notably that of Waldst
and Boothroyd ~1994!, have clearly established thatF0

variation plays a major role in audio-visual sentence perc
tion.

A. Experimental method

1. Conditions

The three auditory supplements employed wereF, F„A…,
andF„A…1N„A… as above. The fourth condition was liprea
ing ~L ! with no acoustic signal.
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2. Speech processing

Speech processing was essentially the same as p
ously, except that the pulse and carrier signals had a 5 kHz
rather than a 400-Hz bandwidth.

3. Speech materials

Speech materials were taken from the UCL EPI aud
visual recording of the BKB sentences~Fosteret al., 1993!.
The speaker was an adult female. Each of the 21 sente
lists comprises 16 sentences, each with 4 or 5 ‘‘key’’ cont
words that are scored for correctness.

4. Subjects

Six normally hearing subjects took part. All wer
Speech Science students at UCL aged between 21 and
All had normal hearing and normal or corrected-to-norm
vision. None had taken part in the previous experiments.

5. Procedure

Each subject first received an unscored practice sente
list in each of the four conditions. Because of the limit
number of available lists, the same list was used for prac
in each condition. This was List 1 which, according to Fos
et al. ~1993!, differs most in difficulty from the other 20 lists
Subjects subsequently received five test sessions compr
one test list in each of the four conditions. The order of t
four conditions was counterbalanced over five testing s
sions. The subjects were spilt into two groups, and two co
terbalanced orders were used to distribute lists between
test conditions.

B. Results

Each sentence list was scored according to the ‘‘k
word tight’’ ~KW-T! procedure ~Bamford and Wilson,
1979!. This was preferred to the ‘‘key-word loose’’ metho
since it requires the key words to be identified exactly, a
hence was expected to reflect more accurately the percep
of detailed phonetic information such as the presence
voiceless /s/ in indicating plurality. The group results a
shown in Fig. 5.

FIG. 5. Mean number of key words identified by condition. The error b
show62 standard errors over 30 data points~subject3test session!.
2070A. Faulkner and S. Rosen: Temporal encodings of speech
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FIG. 6. Differences in % correct scores produced by the addition of amplitude variation~leftmost three panels!, F0 variation~central two panels!, and a cue
to the presence of voiceless excitation~rightmost two panels!. The legends A and AV on the horizontal axis indicate auditory and audio-visual condit
respectively. The compared auditory signals are indicated in each panel. The plots show the interquartile range~box!, the median~bar!, and the extreme values
~whiskers! of the range of differences in each case. Each data set is from a single experiment. The number of subjects in each data set is also s~N!.
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1. Analysis

Because scores from some subjects approached the
per bounds of the test in some conditions, an arcsine tr
formation was applied to the data prior to a repeat
measures analysis of variance. Comparisons betw
conditions were made using Tukey HSD tests. As expec
all three of the audio-visual conditions showed significan
higher scores than the visual only condition. Scores in c
ditions L1F„A… and L1F„A…1N„A… did not differ signifi-
cantly, while both showed a significantly higher score th
conditionL1F, the difference being around 7.5 words out
50. There was also a significant practice effect over sess
@F(4,20)510.55,p,0.001#, but no significant interaction o
condition and session.

2. Discussion

In showing a significant contribution of amplitude env
lope variation, these results are consistent with others in
literature. Since we have found only a small contribution
amplitude variation at the level of segmental~consonant!
perception, we presume the more substantial effect her
partially due to supra-segmental correlates of amplitu
variation.

A contribution of voiceless excitation information is n
apparent here, despite it being consistently significant in c
sonant identification. Presumably the contribution it c
make in consonantal manner perception and the enha
ment of voicing contrasts is made less significant here by
availability of syntactic and lexical context.

III. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Perceptual contributions of elements of temporal
structure

As previous studies also show, auditory alone score
consonant identification from spectrally invariant signals
always rather low~e.g., Rabinowitzet al., 1992!. In audio-
visual conditions, however, these auditory signals lead
quite substantial improvements in performance over pu
visual presentation. Several clear findings that hold in b
2071 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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audio-visual and auditory consonant identification ha
emerged. First, the bulk of the useful temporal informati
comes from the timing of voiced excitation. Second, the ti
ing of voiceless excitation provides an additional significa
contribution that provides cues to both voicing and man
of articulation. Smaller contributions can be associated w
F0 variation, which provides a subtle but significant cue
consonant manner, and in audio-visual conditions only, w
amplitude variation.

The importance ofF0 information in the perception o
connected speech is well-established. Amplitude variat
was confirmed to have significance here, as other studie
audio-visual speech perception have already shown~e.g.,
Breeuwer and Plomp, 1987; Grantet al., 1985, 1991!. A
similar conclusion was reached for the auditory perception
sine-wave speech by Remez and Rubin~1990!. They sug-
gested that amplitude envelope variations were significan
a cue to syllable boundaries, especially around plosive c
sonants. Owing to the very low performance levels expec
from sentence perception in purely auditory conditions w
the signals used here, it is not readily possible to make c
parable measures of any contribution of amplitude variat
in these conditions

The relative effects of temporal cues to aperiodic ex
tation, F0 , and amplitude variation to consonant identific
tion in experiments 1, 2, and 2A are shown together in F
6. This displays the within-subject differences in perfo
mance attributable to the presence or absence of these
from auditory and audio-visual conditions that differ only
respect of the added information. The median difference
auditory performance produced by the addition of amplitu
variation is very close to zero in each comparison. T
audio-visual performance increment with the addition of a
plitude variation is, however, always greater than zero,
rarely exceeds 5% in any individual subject.F0 variation led
to small performance increments more generally in both
ditory and audio-visual presentation, typically of around 3
Somewhat larger effects ranging up to 15% increases in
curacy were found for the voiceless cue.

That amplitude variation does not, in the absence
2071A. Faulkner and S. Rosen: Temporal encodings of speech
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spectral cues, lead to substantial increments in conso
identification may explain the lack of an effect of amplitu
compression in consonant identification. For example, So
and Turner~1996! have shown that the auditory identifica
tion of signal-correlated noise stimuli based on consonan
unaffected by compression of the amplitude envelope.

A temporal coding of the timing of voiceless excitatio
was shown to contribute to consonant identification in b
auditory and audio-visual conditions, but not to the aud
visual identification of sentences. This is consistent with A
ticulation Index importance functions that place grea
weight on higher frequency bands for nonsense word m
rials when phonemes occur with equal frequency than
meaningful connected speech~Studebakeret al., 1987!.

B. Temporal cues to consonant features and sentence
perception

In terms of perceptual features for consonant ident
we find evidence that voicing information is conveyed by t
timing of both periodic and aperiodic excitation. Manner i
formation is also provided by the timing of periodic an
aperiodic excitation and here there is in addition a mod
but significant contribution fromF0 variation, and from am-
plitude variation in audio-visual conditions. For binary ma
ner features, the timing of voiceless excitation is a cue
plosive, fricative, and affricate manners, whileF0 and am-
plitude variations contribute to plosive and nasal inform
tion.

The transfer of place of articulation information sole
by the auditory signals used here is slight in each case. H
ever, experiment 2 did show a significant increase in pl
identification due to the amplitude variation of voicele
speech. There is thus no evidence that place-related v
tions in voice-onset time~Lisker and Abramson, 1967! that
would be encoded in the timing of voiced and voiceless
citation lead to salient perceptual cues to place of articula
in the present experiments. However, the amplitude~but not
the timing! of voiceless speech does appear to have sm
effects on place perception.

In the classification of temporal speech features, it see
important to distinguish two components of low-rateenve-
lope information, the simple presence of energy, and the p
haps less significant low-rate amplitude variation. Tempo
periodicity information clearly contributes to consonant pe
ception through contrasting periodic and aperiodic exc
tion, and also through subtle effects ofF0 on manner percep
tion, in addition to the well known supra-segmental role
F0 .

C. Implications for prosthesis design

Since amplitude variation has only minor effects on t
detailed perception of consonantal features, it may be
pected that, at least for speech in quiet, considerable c
pression of amplitude variation could be introduced witho
substantial cost provided that the typically gross sup
segmental variations in amplitude remain audible. It wo
therefore be expected that speech receptive prosthese
tended for those who largely rely on audio-visual percept
2072 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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need not convey finer details of speech amplitude variat
It is perhaps not surprising in the light of these findings th
several studies show amplitude compression to have ra
slight effects on speech perception at both segmental
sentence levels~Drullman and Smoorenburg, 1997; Sou
and Turner, 1996; van Tasell and Trine, 1996!. In noisy en-
vironments, however, it is plausible that variations of amp
tude may contribute to the ability to segregate speech fr
noise, and here compression may be more detrimental.

At least where auditory signals lack spectral structu
fundamental frequency information is well-established a
source of useful information in sentence-level audio-vis
speech perception. The results of experiment 1 suggest
prostheses which ensure a salient percept ofF0 may also aid
in the identification of consonants. That the explicit tempo
representation of voiced and voiceless excitation can con
ute to consonant identification may also be of practical s
nificance for the design of hearing prostheses, since it wo
be likely to contribute to the audio-visual perception of low
redundancy messages. Voiceless excited speech is of co
distinct from voice excited speech not only by aperiodici
but also typically by the presence of predominantly high
frequency energy. In listeners for whom higher frequenc
are not audible, a temporal coding of periodicity and ape
odicity is likely to be the only possible means of preservi
this excitation contrast. Where sufficient frequency ran
and useful spectral resolution is retained, this contrast m
also be accessible from spectral structure, and the sig
cance of temporal cues to aperiodicity when spectral cues
also available merits further investigation.
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1The use of the Voiscope for the detection of voiced excitation involve
thresholding procedure on a signal that follows the r.f. impedance ac
the larynx. This signal gives an unambiguous indication of vocal fold c
sure, but a less exact indication of smaller quasi-periodic movements o
vocal folds that do not result in vocal fold contact. It is possible for we
laryngeal excitation to be missed. The threshold was set as low as pos
without allowing noise from the recorded larynx electrode output to trig
the voicing detector.

2The ‘‘pulse’’ setting of the VBF8 filter was used. This setting selects a fil
type with a maximally flat delay response over frequency. The23 dB and
other cutoff frequencies quoted above are measured values using a no
50-Hz cutoff frequency.

3Given the small subject numbers, the conventional mixed-effect ANO
model has been modified to maximize the power of these analyses~experi-
ments 1 and 2!. The conventional error term, which is the interaction of t
tested factor with subject, was excluded from the ANOVA model when
was clearly nonsignificant (p.0.2). Hence the error term for a given te
becomes a higher order interaction, which now includes the variability fr
the excluded interaction. Where each relevant higher order interaction
also clearly nonsignificant, the overall MS error was used. This poo
error has the effect of increasing the error termdf and the power of eachF
test. Having so modified the ANOVA model, the typical power for a d
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ference in percent correct scores of around 3%, as for example, the e
in experiment 1 ofF0 variation in auditory and audio-visual conditions, an
that of amplitude variation in audio-visual conditions, was between 0
and 0.95.

4For this experiment, it proved impossible to increase the power of th
ANOVAs by discarding nonsignificant interactions with the subject fact
since these interaction terms were generally substantially smaller tha
residual error.
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